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Abstract

Objective: The objective of this research was to obtain national estimates of exposure to the full spectrum of the childhood violence, abuse, and crime victimizations relevant to both clinical practice and public-policy approaches to the problem.

Methods: The study was based on a cross-sectional national telephone survey that involved a target sample of 4549 children aged 0 to 17 years.

Results: A clear majority (60.6%) of the children and youth in this nationally representative sample had experienced at least 1 direct or witnessed victimization in the previous year. Almost half (46.3%) had experienced a physical assault in the study year, 1 in 4 (24.6%) had experienced a property offense, 1 in 10 (10.2%) had experienced a form of child maltreatment, 6.1% had experienced a sexual victimization, and more than 1 in 4 (25.3%) had been a witness to violence or experienced another form of indirect victimization in the year, including 9.8% who had witnessed an intrafamily assault. One in 10 (10.2%) had experienced a victimization-related injury. More than one third (38.7%) had been exposed to 2 or more direct victimizations, 10.9% had 5 or more, and 2.4% had 10 or more during the study year.

Conclusions: The scope and diversity of child exposure to victimization is not well recognized. Clinicians and researchers need to inquire about a larger spectrum of victimization types to identify multiply victimized children and tailor prevention and interventions to the full range of threats that children face. Pediatrics 2009;124:1411–1423

WHAT’S KNOWN ON THIS SUBJECT: Children and adolescents are exposed to more violence, abuse, and crime than are adults, an exposure that is responsible for considerable physical and mental health morbidity.

WHAT THIS STUDY ADDS: This study gives precise dimensions of exposure to a wide range of specific forms of violence, abuse, and crime at different developmental stages, and demonstrates how some children and adolescents accumulate a very large number of these exposures.

Points of view or opinions in this article are those of the authors and do not necessarily represent the official position or policies of the US Department of Justice.
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Children suffer higher rates of exposure to violence and crime than do adults,\textsuperscript{1,2} and such exposure is responsible for a considerable burden of physical and mental health morbidity.\textsuperscript{3–5} However, comprehensive epidemiology about this exposure has lagged behind other pediatric public health threats\textsuperscript{6} and lacked exposure has lagged behind other pediatric public health threats\textsuperscript{6} and lacked exposure has lagged behind other pediatric public health threats\textsuperscript{6} and lacked exposure has lagged behind other pediatric public health threats\textsuperscript{6} and lacked exposure has lagged behind other pediatric public health threats\textsuperscript{6} and lacked exposure has lagged behind other pediatric public health threats\textsuperscript{6} and lacked exposure has lagged behind other pediatric public health threats\textsuperscript{6} and lacked exposure has lagged behind other pediatric public health threats\textsuperscript{6} and lacked exposure has lagged behind other pediatric public health threats\textsuperscript{6} and lacked exposure has lagged behind other pediatric public health threats\textsuperscript{6} and lacked exposure has lagged behind other pediatric public health threats\textsuperscript{6} and lacked exposure has lagged behind other pediatric public health threats\textsuperscript{6} and lacked exposure has lagged behind other pediatric public health threats\textsuperscript{6} and lacked exposure has lagged behind other pediatric public health threats\textsuperscript{6} and lacked exposure has lagged behind other pediatric public health threats\textsuperscript{6} and lacked exposure has lagged behind other pediatric public health threats\textsuperscript{6} and lacked exposure has lagged behind other pediatric public health threats\textsuperscript{6} and lacked exposure has lagged behind other pediatric public health threats\textsuperscript{6} and lacked exposure has lagged behind other pediatric public health threats\textsuperscript{6} and lacked exposure has lagged behind other pediatric public health threats\textsuperscript{6} and lacked exposure has lagged behind other pediatric public health threats\textsuperscript{6} and lacked exposure has lagged behind other pediatric public health threats\textsuperscript{6} and lacked exposure has lagged behind other pediatric public health threats\textsuperscript{6} and lacked exposure has lagged behind other pediatric public health threats\textsuperscript{6} and lacked exposure has lagged behind other pediatric public health threats\textsuperscript{6} and lacked exposure has lagged behind other pediatric public health threats\textsuperscript{6} and lacked exposure has lagged behind other pediatric public health threats\textsuperscript{6} and lacked exposure has lagged behind other pediatric public health threats\textsuperscript{6} and lacked exposure has lagged behind other pediatric public health threats\textsuperscript{6}

We aimed to advance epidemiology in this area by using a large nationally representative sample to cover the entire age range of childhood, assessing the most comprehensive spectrum of victimization types, and obtaining both previous-year (PY) and lifetime estimates.

**METHODS**

**Participants**

The National Survey of Children’s Exposure to Violence (NatSCEV), designed to obtain 1-year and lifetime prevalence estimates of a wide range of childhood victimizations, was conducted between January 2008 and May 2008 and concerned the experiences of a nationally representative sample of 4549 children aged 0 to 17 years who lived in the contiguous United States. The primary foundation of the design was a nationwide sampling frame of residential telephone numbers from which a sample of households with telephones was drawn by random-digit dialing.\textsuperscript{15–17} This nationally representative cross-section yielded 3053 of the 4549 completed interviews, and an oversampling of US telephone exchanges that had a population of $\geq 70\%$ black, Hispanic, or low-income households yielded 1496 completed interviews. Interviews were conducted in English or Spanish.

**Procedure**

A short interview was conducted with an adult caregiver (usually a parent) in each household to obtain family demographic information. If the randomly selected child in the household was 10 to 17 years old, the main telephone interview was conducted with the child. If the selected child was younger than 10 years, the interview was conducted with the caregiver who was “most familiar with the child’s daily routine and experiences.” The interview took an average of 45 minutes but varied according to the number of victimizations reported. Comparison between proxy versus self-reports with this instrument in previous and current studies revealed no evidence of reporter bias.\textsuperscript{18} Comparisons between victimization exposure among 9-year-olds (the oldest age for proxy report) and among 10-year-olds (youngest age for self-report) showed significant differences in only 2 of 16 victimization categories, differences that could very well reflect actual variations in exposure between the 2 age groups. Most importantly, there was no difference in reports of child maltreatment or family-perpetrated victimization; that is, no evidence that caretakers were more reluctant than children to report aggressive or neglectful behavior by significant adults. Respondents were promised complete confidentiality and were paid $20 for their participation. Respondents who disclosed a situation of serious threat or ongoing victimization were contacted by a clinical member of the research team who was trained in telephone crisis counseling and whose responsibility was to stay in contact with the respondent until the situation was resolved or brought to the attention of appropriate authorities.

**Response Rates and Nonresponse Analyses**

The cooperation rate\textsuperscript{19} for the random-digit-dialing cross-section portion of this survey ($n = 3053$) was 71%, and the response rate (which factors in households in which no one could be contacted) was 54%; the rates for the oversample were 63% and 43%, respectively. All of these rates are good according to current standards.\textsuperscript{20–24} (Additional information on the survey methodology is available in the methodology report at www.unh.edu/ccrc/pdf/NATSCEV_methods_report.pdf.) We also conducted our own nonresponse analysis for the current study and found that respondents who refused to participate (or could not be reached) were not systematically different from respondents on victimization risk (details of the nonresponse analyses can be obtained from the authors).

**Measurement**

This survey used an enhanced version of the Juvenile Victimization Questionnaire, an inventory of childhood victimization.\textsuperscript{18,25,26} All items had a nonresponse (“not sure” or “refused”) rate of 1.5\% or lower, with one exception: for the vandalism item, 2.4\% of the respondents indicated “not sure.” In our analysis, we used 2 alternative measures of total victimization: total direct victimization (sum for each child of all physical-assault, sexual-victimization, maltreatment, and property-victimization screeners for which a “yes” response was given) and total direct and witnessed victimization (total direct-victimization plus total witnessed-victimization screeners with an answer of “yes” for each child). The wording of the victimization screener items and the definition of aggregates are shown in Appendices A and B. More detailed description of the procedure for calculating rescored and aggregate victimization rates from the screener and follow-up items is available from the authors.

Demographic information was obtained in the initial parent interview. The weighting plan for the survey was...
a multistage sequential process of weighting the sample to correct for study design and demographic variations in nonresponse. Specifically, weights were applied to adjust for (1) differing probabilities of household selection, including the deliberate oversampling of black, Hispanic, and low-income respondents, (2) variations in the within-household probability of selection that resulted from differences in numbers of eligible children across households, and (3) differences in sample proportions according to gender, age, and race/ethnicity, and income relative to Census population projections for 2008 of each stratum.

RESULTS

Exposure to violence, crime, and other forms of victimization was widespread in the child population. Altogether, 60.6% of the US population younger than 18 years had experienced 1 or more direct or witnessed past year (PY) victimizations. In the PY, 46.3% had been exposed to a physical assault, 10.2% had been exposed to some form of maltreatment by a significant adult in their life, and 6.1% had been exposed to a sexual victimization. In addition, 24.6% experienced a property victimization, and 25.3% had witnessed a family assault or community violence. Many children had more than 1 exposure.

Lifetime exposures for these types of victimization were higher than PY exposures by approximately one third to one half. The discrepancy between PY and lifetime exposures tended to be largest for the less frequent and more serious forms of victimization. Most (86.6%) of the children who had a lifetime exposure also had a PY exposure.

In Tables 1 through 5, the rates are presented for aggregate forms of victimization, as well as specific types, according to gender and age group. Incidents may be classified into more than a single category, but no episode of maltreatment was counted more than once in a single aggregate category. For PY physical assaults, boys had somewhat higher levels of victimization than girls, and 6- to 9-year-olds had somewhat higher levels than both younger and older children (Table 1). In all age groups except 0- to 1-year-olds, close to half of all the children experienced a physical assault. Sibling assaults comprised a large portion of the assaults (29.0%), but those declined with age and were surpassed by nonsibling peer assaults for the 14- to 17-year-olds. Among the more serious forms of assault were assault with a weapon (5.4% [PY] and 9.8% [lifetime]), assault resulting in an injury (10.2% [PY] and 19.0% [lifetime]), bias attacks (1.7% [PY] and 3.0% [lifetime]), and attempted or completed kidnapping (0.5% [PY] and 1.6% [lifetime]). Dating violence, which affects primarily older children, was experienced by 5.6% of the 14- to 17-year-olds.

Physical bullying was experienced by 13.2% of the sample in the PY, somewhat more often for boys than girls and considerably more often by those younger than 9 years than those aged 10 years and older. Teasing and emotional bullying were experienced by
19.7% of the sample in the PY, more often by children in the 6- to 9- and 10- to 13-year-age ranges. Sexual victimizations were experienced by 6.1% of the children in the PY and 9.8% in their lifetime (Table 2). This category of sexual victimization included assaults as well as sexual harassment and flashing. Sexual victimizations were more common for girls and also strongly concentrated in the 14- to 17-year-olds. These 14- to 17-year-old girls had sexual assault rates of 7.9% (PY) and 18.7% (lifetime), completed and attempted rape rates of 6.3% (PY) and 13.8% (lifetime), and rates of sex assault by a known adult of 1.6% (PY) and 7.7% (lifetime).

Some form of maltreatment was experienced by 10.2% of the sample in the PY and 18.6% over their lifetime (Table 3). Considerably more maltreatment was reported by older children. Physical abuse by an adult occurred to 4.4% of the sample in the PY and to 11.9% over the lifetime. The lifetime prevalence of physical abuse among the oldest age group (14- to 17-year-olds) was even higher at 19.4%. Emotional abuse by a significant adult occurred to 6.4% of the sample in the PY and 11.9% over the lifetime, and to 22.6% of the oldest age group (14- to 17-year-olds) over their lifetime.

Property victimizations were frequent occurrences, experienced by 24.6% of the sample children in the PY and 37.8% over their lifetime (Table 4).

### TABLE 2  Sexual Victimization: Victims as Percentages of the Sample

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Victimization Type</th>
<th>All Victims</th>
<th>Victim Gender, %</th>
<th>Victim Age, %</th>
<th>Lifetime Victimization</th>
<th>Victim Gender, %</th>
<th>Victim Age, %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>% 95% CI</td>
<td>Male Female</td>
<td>0–1 y 2–5 y</td>
<td>6–9 y 10–13 y 14–17 y</td>
<td>% 95% CI</td>
<td>Male Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Any sexual victimizationa</td>
<td>6.1 0.9</td>
<td>4.8 4.4</td>
<td>0.9 2.0 7.7 16.3</td>
<td>9.8 1.1</td>
<td>7.5 12.2 1.5 5.0 9.4 27.8</td>
<td>9.8 1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sexual assault</td>
<td>1.8 0.4</td>
<td>1.3 2.3</td>
<td>0.0 0.4 0.8 1.4 2.9</td>
<td>3.9 0.7</td>
<td>2.5 5.4 0.9 3.2 1.9 11.3</td>
<td>3.9 0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rape, completed</td>
<td>0.2 0.2</td>
<td>0.0 0.4</td>
<td>0.0 0.0 0.0 0.8</td>
<td>0.7 0.3</td>
<td>0.1 1.3 0.0 0.4 0.4 2.3</td>
<td>0.7 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rape, attempted or completed</td>
<td>1.1 0.4</td>
<td>0.7 1.6</td>
<td>0.0 0.1 0.1 1.3 3.8</td>
<td>2.4 0.5</td>
<td>1.3 3.7 0.3 0.8 1.6 8.3</td>
<td>2.4 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sexual assault, known adult</td>
<td>0.3 0.1</td>
<td>0.0 0.5</td>
<td>0.0 0.2 0.1 0.9</td>
<td>1.2 0.4</td>
<td>0.3 2.1 0.6 0.7 0.2 3.9</td>
<td>1.2 0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sexual assault, adult stranger</td>
<td>0.3 0.2</td>
<td>0.3 0.3</td>
<td>0.0 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.7</td>
<td>0.5 0.2</td>
<td>0.3 0.8 0.3 0.1 0.2 1.8</td>
<td>0.5 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sexual assault, peer</td>
<td>1.3 0.4</td>
<td>0.9 1.6</td>
<td>0.0 0.2 0.3 0.9 4.0</td>
<td>2.7 0.6</td>
<td>2.0 3.3 0.3 2.6 1.4 7.7</td>
<td>2.7 0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flashed or sexual exposure, peer</td>
<td>2.2 0.6</td>
<td>2.6 2.3</td>
<td>0.5 1.0 1.4 6.9</td>
<td>3.7 0.7</td>
<td>4.2 4.0 0.8 1.7 2.0 11.9</td>
<td>3.7 0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flashed or sexual exposure, adult</td>
<td>0.4 0.3</td>
<td>0.2 0.7</td>
<td>0.2 0.3 0.3 1.1</td>
<td>0.6 0.3</td>
<td>0.4 1.0 0.2 0.5 0.3 1.9</td>
<td>0.6 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sexual harassment</td>
<td>2.6 0.6</td>
<td>1.4 4.4</td>
<td>0.0 0.2 5.6 5.6</td>
<td>4.2 0.8</td>
<td>2.4 7.0 0.0 0.4 6.5 11.6</td>
<td>4.2 0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statutory sexual offense</td>
<td>0.1 0.3</td>
<td>0.1 0.5</td>
<td>0.0 0.0 0.5 0.4</td>
<td>0.4 0.7</td>
<td>0.5 1.9</td>
<td>0.4 0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internet sex talk</td>
<td>1.5 0.5</td>
<td>1.2 2.9</td>
<td>0.0 0.1 1.7 4.8</td>
<td>2.4 0.6</td>
<td>1.8 4.8 0.0 0.0 2.5 8.1</td>
<td>2.4 0.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sample N = 4549 (male, 2273; female, 2276; 0–1 year, 503; 2–5 years, 1047; 6–9 years, 904; 10–13 years, 920; 14–17 years, 1175).

### TABLE 3  Maltreatment: Victims as Percentages of the Sample

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Victimization Type</th>
<th>All Victims</th>
<th>Victim Gender, %</th>
<th>Victim Age, %</th>
<th>Lifetime Victimization</th>
<th>Victim Gender, %</th>
<th>Victim Age, %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>% 95% CI</td>
<td>Male Female</td>
<td>0–1 y 2–5 y</td>
<td>6–9 y 10–13 y 14–17 y</td>
<td>% 95% CI</td>
<td>Male Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Any maltreatmenta</td>
<td>10.2 1.1</td>
<td>9.7 10.6</td>
<td>2.2 8.1 7.8 12.0 16.8</td>
<td>18.6 1.4</td>
<td>18.6 18.7 12.1 16.8 21.0 32.1</td>
<td>18.6 1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical abuse</td>
<td>4.4 0.8</td>
<td>4.3 4.4</td>
<td>0.6 3.5 2.7 5.2 7.9</td>
<td>9.1 1.1</td>
<td>9.8 8.3 5.1 5.2 10.5 19.4</td>
<td>9.1 1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychological or emotional abuse</td>
<td>6.4 0.9</td>
<td>5.5 8.8</td>
<td>4.5 4.5 7.3 12.1</td>
<td>11.9 1.3</td>
<td>10.9 15.7 6.1 13.3 12.8 22.6</td>
<td>11.9 1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neglect</td>
<td>1.5 0.4</td>
<td>1.7 1.3</td>
<td>0.6 1.7 1.2 1.5 1.9</td>
<td>3.6 0.7</td>
<td>3.9 3.3 3.5 4.2 2.5 5.5</td>
<td>3.6 0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Custodial interference or family abduction</td>
<td>1.5 0.5</td>
<td>1.8 1.2</td>
<td>1.0 1.4 1.1 2.4 1.6</td>
<td>4.5 0.8</td>
<td>4.9 4.1 3.3 3.7 5.5 7.3</td>
<td>4.5 0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sexual assault, known adult</td>
<td>0.3 0.1</td>
<td>0.0 0.5</td>
<td>0.0 0.2 0.1 0.0 0.9</td>
<td>1.2 0.4</td>
<td>0.3 2.1 0.6 0.7 0.2 3.9</td>
<td>1.2 0.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sample N = 4549 (male, 2273; female, 2276; 0–1 year, 503; 2–5 years, 1047; 6–9 years, 904; 10–13 years, 920; 14–17 years, 1175).

a Excludes sexual assault, known adult.

b Values within each measurement set are significantly different at P < .05.

f Too small for χ² evaluation.
Boys experienced somewhat more robbery, and older children experienced more theft.

Children were witnesses to a considerable amount of violence in their families and communities, in addition to what was directed at them personally. The rate for PY witnessing overall was 25.3% for all children and 47.6% for 14- to 17-year-olds, the group for whom it was the most frequent (Table 5). The lifetime witnessing rates were 37.8% for the sample and 47.6% for 14- to 17-year-olds, the group for whom it was the most frequent (Table 5). The lifetime witnessing rates were 37.8% for the sample and 47.6% for 14- to 17-year-olds, the group for whom it was the most frequent (Table 5). The rate for witnessing an assault in the community (nonfamily) was 19.2% of the sample in the PY and 28.7% over the lifetime. The witnessing of community assault was particularly high for the oldest youth, 42.2% of whom said that they had been exposed in the PY and 64.4% over their lifetime.

The rate for witnessing an assault in the community (nonfamily) was 19.2% of the sample in the PY and 28.7% over the lifetime. The witnessing of community assault was particularly high for the oldest youth, 42.2% of whom said that they had been exposed in the PY and 64.4% over their lifetime.

We assessed other indirect exposures to violence and crime that could have impacts on young people without them having been actual witnesses. These exposures included hearing about or seeing the evidence of a family assault without being directly exposed (0.8% [PY] and 2.9% [lifetime]), hearing

| TABLE 5 | Witnessing and Indirect Victimization: Victims as Percentages of the Sample |
| --- | --- | --- |
| Victimization Type | All Victims | Victim Gender, % | Victim Age, % |
| | All Victims | Male | Female | 0–1 y | 2–5 y | 6–9 y | 10–13 y | 14–17 y | All Victims | Male | Female | 0–1 y | 2–5 y | 6–9 y | 10–13 y | 14–17 y |
| All Victims | 25.3 | 1.5 | 26.1 | 24.6 | 10.5% | 13.8% | 13.7% | 33.0% | 47.6% | 37.8 | 1.7 | 40.1% | 35.4% | 21.2% | 24.7% | 47.5% | 70.2% |
| Any witness violencea | 25.3 | 1.5 | 26.1 | 24.6 | 10.5% | 13.8% | 13.7% | 33.0% | 47.6% | 37.8 | 1.7 | 40.1% | 35.4% | 21.2% | 24.7% | 47.5% | 70.2% |
| Any witness family assault | 9.8 | 1.1 | 9.0 | 10.7 | 7.6% | 9.6% | 6.4% | 11.0% | 10.1% | 20.3 | 1.4 | 19.8 | 21.1 | 15.8% | 15.6% | 21.2% | 34.6% |
| Witness partner assault | 6.2 | 0.8 | 5.7 | 6.8 | 4.6% | 7.0% | 4.5% | 7.7% | 6.6% | 16.3 | 1.3 | 15.8 | 17.0 | 15.3% | 13.1% | 16.8% | 27.0% |
| Witness physical abuse | 2.1 | 0.5 | 1.9 | 2.3 | 0.7% | 2.5% | 1.0% | 2.4% | 3.2% | 4.9 | 0.8 | 5.1 | 4.7 | 3.6% | 2.5% | 4.6% | 10.7% |
| Witness other family assault | 3.1 | 0.6 | 3.1 | 3.2 | 3.2% | 2.7% | 2.1% | 2.5% | 5.2% | 5.9 | 0.8 | 5.7 | 6.1 | 4.2% | 4.4% | 4.8% | 11.6% |
| Witness assault in community | 19.2 | 1.4 | 20.4 | 17.9 | 5.8% | 8.5% | 27.0% | 42.2% | 28.7 | 1.6 | 31.0% | 26.2% | 8.0% | 13.8% | 38.0% | 64.2% |
| Witness murder | 0.5 | 0.2 | 0.6 | 0.3 | 0.4% | 0.2% | 0.1% | 0.3% | 1.3% | 1.2 | 0.4 | 1.3 | 1.1 | 0.5% | 0.5% | 0.8% | 3.8% |
| Exposure to shooting | 5.3 | 0.8 | 5.4 | 5.1 | 1.9% | 2.2% | 3.1% | 7.2% | 10.2% | 9.6 | 1.0 | 9.7 | 9.6 | 3.7% | 5.1% | 11.1% | 22.2% |
| Exposure to war | 0.7 | 0.3 | 1.0 | 0.4 | 0.4% | 0.4% | 0.3% | 0.3% | 2.1% | 1.4 | 0.5 | 1.5 | 1.4 | 0.5% | 0.4% | 1.6% | 3.0% |
| Any indirect exposure to violencea | 10.3 | 1.0 | 9.7 | 10.9 | 3.5% | 4.1% | 11.7% | 25.3% | 21.9 | 1.5 | 21.7 | 22.2 | 6.0% | 13.6% | 25.0% | 51.1% |
| Indirect exposure to family assault | 0.8 | 0.3 | 0.4% | 1.1% | 0.3 | 0.6 | 1.2 | 1.2 | 2.9 | 0.6 | 2.7 | 3.2 | 1.7% | 2.4% | 3.1% | 5.7% |
| Indirect exposure to community violence | 9.7 | 1.0 | 9.3 | 10.2 | 3.2% | 3.6% | 11.0% | 24.5% | 20.6 | 1.5 | 20.0 | 21.2 | 4.8% | 11.8% | 23.7% | 50.3% |
| Other indirect exposure | 7.1 | 0.9 | 7.4 | 6.7 | 5.8 | 6.3 | 7.1 | 8.8 | 19.1 | 1.4 | 20.3 | 17.9 | 9.9% | 16.9% | 19.6% | 35.9% |
| Household theft | 5.1 | 1.0 | 6.8 | 7.1 | 0.8% | 1.0% | 6.3% | 15.4% | 9.3 | 1.3 | 11.7 | 13.7 | 2.0% | 2.5% | 10.7% | 27.8% |

Sample N = 4549 (male, 2273; female, 2276; 0–1 year, 505; 2–5 years, 1047; 6–9 years, 904; 10–13 years, 920; 14–17 years, 1175).

a Includes indirect exposure to victimization.

b Values within each measurement set are significantly different at P < .05.

c Too small for χ² evaluation.

d Includes witnessing violence, household theft, and school threat of bomb or attack.

e Includes 5-year-olds only.
Developmental patterns (Fig 1) show that assault rates (which include sibling assault) and property crime rates tend to be somewhat higher in the 5- to 9-year-old range and decrease a bit subsequently. Witnessing violence and indirect exposures seem to increase strongly after the age of 10. Maltreatment increases modestly after the age of 12. Sexual victimizations begin to rise at the age of 9 and peak at 15.

Because of the broad range of episodes and the relatively high incidence, it is not surprising that many children (38.7%) had more than a single direct victimization (excludes witnessing and indirect) over the course of a year. Of those with any direct victimization, 64.5% had 2 or more victimizations. Some children had extremely high levels of exposure: 10.9% had 5 or more exposures in the PY, and 1.4% had 10 or more exposures.

Exposure to 1 type of victimization was a good predictor of exposure to other types. That is, if the child had experienced 1 type of victimization in the PY, his or her risk for other types of victimization was doubled or even tripled depending on the specific types (Table 6). The magnitudes of increased risk were similar for the lifetime exposures. For example, having a physical assault increased the odds of having PY sexual victimization (odds ratio [OR]: 5.0) or PY child maltreatment (OR: 4.1). The same pattern was evident when considering the same lifetime victimizations (OR: 6.2 and 5.3).

**DISCUSSION**

This study reveals high levels of exposure to violence, victimization, and abuse among a representative sample of American children and youth. Nearly half of all the children and youth experienced an assault over the course of a year.

Refer to Table 6 for detailed risk ratios and ORs for a separate episode of victimization.
year, more than 1 in 10 in a way that resulted in an injury. One quarter of them witnessed someone else’s victimization. Very serious exposures were not rare, with 1 in 20 exposed to a shooting, 1 in 200 exposed to a murder, and 1 in 50 exposed to a sexual assault over the PY. These findings are concerning in light of evidence about the damaging consequences of exposure for the physical and mental health of youth and their long-term functioning and well-being as adults.

This study provides evidence of a wide spectrum of exposures across a variety of domains, many of which have not been captured by narrowly focused violence- and crime-exposure studies. Assaults, for example, can be categorized as simple peer and sibling assaults, which are very common, or dating assaults, weapon assaults, or gang and group assaults, which are less frequent. Witnessing violence can be categorized as witnessing community assault, which is quite frequent (19.2%), or witnessing family assault, which is also fairly common (9.8%), or less frequent witnessing such as exposure to war (0.7%).

The study also provides an important perspective on how exposure changes over the course of childhood, something that has been missing from many other studies that examined only restricted age ranges. Although being physically assaulted was relatively common across all age groups, sexual assaults and the witnessing of community assaults increased dramatically as the children got older. For example, among the 14- to 17-year-olds, 1 in 20 had been sexually assaulted and 1 in 10 had witnessed a shooting in the PY. In addition to documenting the substantial level of current violence exposure, the study also shows how exposures cumulate over the length of childhood. Thus, among the 14- to 17-year-old girls, 18.7% had experienced a completed or attempted sexual assault over their lifetime so far, and more than one third of all 14- to 17-year-olds had by that time witnessed a parental assault.

Lifetime exposures for the sample as a whole were approximately one third to one half higher than PY exposure. One should not expect lifetime exposures to be large multiples of PY exposures in this kind of sample. First, most children who had a lifetime exposure to a form of violence had also had an exposure to that form in the PY, because for many victims their circumstances were ones of ongoing vulnerability. Second, most of the children in the sample were well short of completing childhood; in fact, many had just entered the peak period for exposures to some forms of victimization. An additional issue with lifetime estimates for some kinds of less salient victimizations is that recalling such experiences back over an extended period of time can be difficult.

An especially important contribution of this study is to demonstrate the interrelationships among different kinds of violence exposure, an observation that has been missing from many other studies that considered individual types of exposure in isolation. This study highlights the large number of children and youth who experience multiple types of victimization: more than 1 in 10 were exposed to 5 or more different forms of direct victimization during a single year. These are certainly children who merit priority attention. Earlier research has shown them to be children who experience the most serious kinds of victimization and who carry a disproportionate burden of concurrent life adversities and mental health symptomatology. The study also shows that having one type of exposure is a strong risk marker for having other types of exposures.

The study also builds on an earlier victimization study by increasing the number and range of victimizations covered, reporting on lifetime and PY exposures, and enlarging the sample size to provide an improved precision of estimates, especially for some relatively low-incidence types of victimization.

This study also has a variety of limitations that need to be kept in mind when interpreting the results. First, any survey that requires finding respondents at home and obtaining cooperation runs the risk of missing those members of the population who may be most vulnerable to victimization. Second, interviews with caregivers, used for obtaining reports on victimizations of children aged 0 to 9 years, may not be able to fully represent the experiences of the children themselves and may underrepresent certain types of victimization experiences. Third, despite the overall comprehensiveness of the instrument, many victimizations and their timing are not always remembered, particularly less serious ones, and children may be less cognitively skilled than their caregivers at retrieving those memories. In victimization studies, underreporting tends to be a more serious problem overall than false reporting.

Nonetheless, the findings of this study, which show that victimizations of a diverse variety occur frequently in the lives of children, are consistent with earlier literature and have important implications for practitioners, researchers, and policy makers.

One implication is the need to ask children in both clinical and research settings about a broader spectrum of specific victimization experiences. Comprehensive questionnaires and checklists are available although not all of them include the full spectrum of victimizations discussed here. Important and common forms of victimization that tend to be omitted...
include dating violence, emotional maltreatment, property victimization, and exposure to family violence.

The need to inquire about additional victimization experiences is particularly great among children who have already been identified as suffering from one form of victimization. The initial presenting problem, be it sexual assault or bullying victimization, often occupies the full attention of professionals who intervene with the child. However, as this study has demonstrated, other serious forms of victimization have likely also occurred that also require attention. Moreover, a pattern of chronic victimization may often be present.\textsuperscript{13,14,41} More effort is needed to identify and intervene with children who experience high levels of victimization.

Another implication of the study is the need to address victimization across all developmental stages of childhood. With a few exceptions such as dating violence, most types of victimization occur across a broad age range.

**CONCLUSIONS**

Finally, this study has implications for a more holistic approach to public policy concerning child and youth victimization. Programs to prevent and intervene in child victimization remain quite fragmented, as illustrated by recent initiatives (e.g., to address the separate problems of bullying,\textsuperscript{42} dating violence,\textsuperscript{43,44} and sexual harassment\textsuperscript{45}). At the federal and state levels, responsibilities are fragmented among health agencies, child welfare departments, and the justice system. Many of the institutions and funding streams in this field adhere to restricted portions of the victimization spectrum, such as the child protection system, which tends to exclude victimization by noncaretakers, and the justice system, which tends to exclude victimizations not conventionally dealt with by police.\textsuperscript{46} In the same way that public health integrated many areas such as automobile, workplace, and consumer products into the field of injury prevention,\textsuperscript{47,48} it may be time for all these subdivided fields to consider a more integrated and synergistic approach to child and youth victimization-prevention and response.

**APPENDIX 1: NatSCEV SCREENERS (WITH ITEM IDENTIFIER)**

**Conventional Crime**

C1. At any time in (your child’s/your) life, did anyone use force to take something away from (your child/you) that (he/she was/you were) carrying or wearing?

C2. At any time in (your child’s/your) life, did anyone steal something from (your child/you) and never give it back? Things like a backpack, money, watch, clothing, bike, stereo, or anything else?

C3. At any time in (your child’s/your) life, did anyone break or ruin any of (your child’s/your) things on purpose?

C4. Sometimes people are attacked with sticks, rocks, guns, knives, or other things that would hurt. At any time in (your child’s/your) life, did anyone hit or attack (your child/you) on purpose?

C5. At any time in (your child’s/your) life, did anyone hit or attack (your child/you) without using an object or weapon? Somewhere like: at home, at school, at a store, in a car, on the street, or anywhere else?

C6. At any time in (your child’s/your) life, (was your child/have you) thought that he or she might really do it?

C7. When a person is kidnapped, it means that person was made to go somewhere, like into a car, by someone who the person thought might hurt him or her. At any time in (your child’s/your) life, has anyone ever tried to kidnap (your child/you)?

C8. When a person is kidnapped, it means that person was made to go somewhere, like into a car, by someone who the person thought might hurt him or her. At any time in (your child’s/your) life, has anyone ever tried to kidnap (your child/you)?

C9. At any time in (your child’s/your) life, (has your child/have you) been hit or attacked because of (your child’s/your) skin color, religion, or where (your child’s/your) family comes from? Because of a physical problem (your child has/you have)? Or because someone said (your child was/you were) gay?

**Child Maltreatment**

M1. Not including spanking on (his/her/your) bottom, at any time in (your child’s/your) life did a grown-up in (your child’s/your) life hit, beat, kick, or physically hurt (your child/you) in any way?

M2. At any time in (your child’s/your) life, did (your child/you) get scared or feel really bad because grown-ups in (your child’s/your) life called (him/her/you) names, said mean things to (him/her/you), or said they didn’t want (him/her/you)?

M3. When someone is neglected, it means that the grown-ups in that person’s life didn’t take care of him or her the way they should have. They might not get that person enough food, take him or her to the doctor when sick, or make sure that he or she has a safe place to stay. At any time in (your child’s/your) life, (was your child/ were you) neglected?

M4. Sometimes a family fights over where a child should live. At any time in (your child’s/your) life did...
a parent take, keep, or hide (your child/you) to stop (him/her/you) from being with another parent?

**Peer and Sibling Victimization**

P1. Sometimes groups of kids or gangs attack people. At any time in (your child’s/your) life, did a group of kids or a gang hit, jump, or attack (your child/you)?

P2. (If yes to P1, say: “Other than what you just told me about . . .”) at any time in (your child’s/your) life, did any kid, even a brother or sister, hit (your child/you)? Somewhere like: at home, at school, out playing, in a store, or anywhere else?

P3. At any time in (your child’s/your) life, did any kids try to hurt (your child’s/your) private parts on purpose by hitting or kicking (your child/you) there?

P4. At any time in (your child’s/your) life, did any kids, even a brother or sister, pick on (your child/you) by chasing (your child/you) or grabbing (your child/you) or by making (him/her/you) do something (he/she/you) didn’t want to do?

P5. At any time in (your child’s/your) life, did (your child/you) get really scared or feel really bad because kids were calling (him/her/you) names, saying mean things to (him/her/you), or saying they didn’t want (him/her/you) around?

P6. At any time in your life, did a boyfriend or girlfriend or anyone you went on a date with slap or hit you?

**Sexual Victimization**

S1. At any time in (your child’s/your) life, did a grown-up (your child knows/you know) touch (your child’s/your) private parts when he or she shouldn’t have or make (your child/you) touch his or her private parts? Or did a grown-up (your child knows/you know) force (your child/you) to have sex?

S2. At any time in (your child’s/your) life, did a grown-up (your child/you) did not know (your child’s/your) private parts when he or she shouldn’t have, make (your child/you) touch his or her private parts, or force (your child/you) to have sex?

S3. Now think about other kids, like from school, a boyfriend or girlfriend, or even a brother or sister. At any time in (your child’s/your) life, did another child or teen make (your child/you) do sexual things?

S4. At any time in (your child’s/your) life, did anyone try to force (your child/you) to have sex, that is sexual intercourse of any kind, even if it didn’t happen?

S5. At any time in (your child’s/your) life, did anyone make (your child/you) look at his or her private parts by using force or surprise or by “flashing” (your child/you)?

S6. At any time in (your child’s/your) life, did anyone hurt (your child’s/your) feelings by saying or writing something sexual about (your child/you) or (your child’s/your) body?

S7. At any time in your life, did you do sexual things with anyone 18 or older, even things you wanted?

**Witnessing and Indirect Victimization**

W1. At any time in (your child’s/your) life did (your child/you) see a parent get pushed, slapped, hit, punched, or beat up by another parent, or by his or her boyfriend or girlfriend?

W2. At any time in (your child’s/your) life, did (your child/you) see a parent hit, beat, kick, or physically hurt (his/her/your) brothers or sisters, not including a spanking on the bottom?

W3. At any time in (your child’s/your) life, in real life, did (your child/you) see anyone get attacked or hit on purpose with a stick, rock, gun, knife, or other thing that would hurt? Somewhere like: at home, at school, a store, in a car, on the street, or anywhere else?

W4. At any time in (your child’s/your) life, in real life, did (your child/you) see anyone get attacked or hit on purpose without using a stick, rock, gun, knife, or something that would hurt?

W5. At any time in (your child’s/your) life, did anyone steal something from your house that belongs to (your child’s/your) family or someone (your child/you) live with? Things like a TV, stereo, car, or anything else?

W6. At any time in (your child’s/your) life, was anyone close to (your child/you) murdered, like a friend, neighbor, or someone in (your child’s/your) family?

W7. At any time in (your child’s/your) life, did (your child/you) see someone murdered in real life? This means not on TV, video games, or in the movies.

W8. At any time in (your child’s/your) life, (was your child/were you) in any place in real life where (he/she/you) could see or hear people being shot, bombs going off, or street riots?

W9. At any time in (your child’s/your) life, (was your child/were you) in the middle of a war where (he/she/you) could hear real fighting with guns or bombs?

**Exposure to Community Violence**

ECV1. At any time in (your child’s/your) life, did (your child/you)
know about anyone close, like a family member or good friend, who was forced to have sex, or touched in that person's private parts when he or she didn't want it?

**ECV2.** At any time in (your child's/your) life, did (your child/you) know about anyone close, like a family member or good friend, who was robbed or mugged?

**ECV3.** At any time in (your child's/your) life, did (your child/you) know anyone close, like a family member or good friend, who was threatened with a gun or knife?

**Exposure to Family Violence and Abuse**

**EF1.** At any time in (your child's/your) life, did one of (your child's/your) parents threaten to hurt another parent and it seemed he or she might really get hurt?

**EF2.** At any time in (your child's/your) life, did one of (your child's/your) parents, because of an argument, break or ruin anything belonging to another parent, punch the wall, or throw something?

**EF3.** At any time in (your child's/your) life, did one of (your child's/your) parents get pushed by another parent?

**EF4.** At any time in (your child's/your) life, did one of (your child's/your) parents get hit or slapped by another parent?

**EF5.** At any time in (your child's/your) life, did one of (your child's/your) parents get kicked, choked, or beat up by another parent?

**EF6.** At any time in (your child's/your) life, did any of the parents of (your child's/your) parents get kicked, choked, or beat up by another parent?

**APPENDIX 2: VICTIMIZATION DEFINITIONS**

**Assaults and Bullying**

1. Any physical assault: child experienced any physical assault victimization (any of screener items C4, C5, C6, C8, C9, M1, P1, P2, P3, or P6). Excludes threats, bullying, and teasing/emotional bullying.

2. Assault with weapon: someone hit or attacked child on purpose with something that would hurt (like a stick, rock, gun, knife, or other thing).

3. Assault with injury: someone hit or attacked child, and child was physically hurt when this happened. (“Hurt” means child felt pain the next day or had a bruise, a cut that bled, or a broken bone.)

4. Assault without weapon or injury: someone hit or attacked child, and child was not physically hurt when this happened. No weapon was used.

5. Attempted assault: someone started to attack child, but for some reason it didn't happen; no weapon was used, and child was not physically hurt.

6. Attempted or completed kidnap: child was made to go, or there was an attempt to make the child go, somewhere, like into a car, by someone who the child thought might hurt him or her.

7. Assault by juvenile sibling: child was attacked by a sibling <18 years of age.

8. Assault by nonsibling peer: child was attacked by a peer, not including any sibling.

9. Assault by gang or group: child was attacked by a group of kids or a gang.

10. Nonsexual genital assault: a peer tried to hurt child's private parts on purpose by hitting or kicking.

11. Dating violence: a boyfriend or girlfriend of child, or someone child went on a date with, slapped or hit child.

12. Bias attack: child was hit or attacked because of child's skin color or religion, where the child's family comes from, because of child's physical problem, or because of sexual orientation attributed to the child.

13. Threatened: someone threatened to hurt child and child thought he or she might really do it.
14. Bullying: a peer picked on child (for example, by chasing, grabbing hair or clothes, or making child do something he or she did not want to do).

15. Teasing or emotional bullying: child was scared or made to feel really bad because child was harassed by a peer (for example, by name calling, having mean things said, or being told that he or she was unwelcome).

16. Internet harassment: someone used the Internet to bother or harass child (including posting messages or pictures).

Sexual Victimization

17. Any sexual victimization: child experienced any sexual victimization (any of screener items S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, or S6 or statutory sex offense).

18. Sexual assault: someone touched child’s private parts when unwanted, made child touch his or her private parts, or forced child to have sex, or attempted any of these acts.

19. Completed rape: someone forced child to have sexual intercourse and put any part of his or her body inside child.

20. Attempted or completed rape: someone forced, or attempted to force, child to have sexual intercourse.

21. Sexual assault by known adult: an adult the child knows touched child’s private parts, made child touch his or her private parts, or forced child to have sex.

22. Sexual assault by adult stranger: an adult the child does not know touched child’s parts, made child touch his or her private parts, or forced child to have sex.


24. Flashed or sexual exposure by peer: a peer made child look at his or her private parts by using force or surprise or by "flashing" child.

25. Flashing or sexual exposure by adult: an adult made child look at his or her private parts by using force or surprise or by "flashing" child.

26. Sexual harassment: someone hurt child’s feelings by saying or writing sexual things about child or child’s body.

27. Statutory sexual offense: a child younger than 16 years did sexual things with a person more than 4 years older than the child, even willingly.

28. Internet sex talk: someone on the Internet asked child sexual questions or tried to talk sexually when child did not want to.

Child Maltreatment

29. Any maltreatment: child experienced any maltreatment victimization (any of screener items M1, M2, M3, or M4).

30. Physical abuse: an adult in child’s life hit, beat, kicked, or physically abused child in any way.

31. Psychological or emotional abuse: an adult made child scared or feel really bad by name calling, saying mean things, or saying he or she didn’t want child.

32. Neglect: adults in child’s life did not take care of child the way he or she should have (for example, by not getting child enough food, not taking child to doctor when sick, not making sure child had a safe place to stay).

33. Custodial interference or family abduction: a parent took child, kept child, or hid child to prevent child from being with another parent.

34. Any property victimization: child experienced any property victimization (any of screener items C1, C2, or C3).

35. Robbery by nonsibling: a nonsibling (peer or adult) used force to take something away from child that child was carrying or wearing.

36. Vandalism by nonsibling: a nonsibling (peer or adult) broke or ruined any of child’s things on purpose.

37. Theft by nonsibling: a nonsibling (peer or adult) stole something from child and never gave it back.

Witnessed and Indirect Victimization

38. Any witnessed violence: child witnessed violence against someone else (any of screener items W1, W2, W3, W4, ECV1, ECV2, ECV3, EF1, EF2, EF3, EF4, EF5, or EF6 if saw or heard assault).

39. Witness family assault: child saw family member hit or attacked by other family member.

40. Witness partner assault: child saw a parent or parent figure hit or attack other parent or parent figure.

41. Witness physical abuse: child saw a parent or parent figure hit or assault a sibling.

42. Witness other family assault: child saw family member get attacked or hit by extended family member or nonfamily person.

43. Witness assault in community: child saw someone (nonfamily) attacked or hit.

44. Witness murder: child saw someone (in real life) murdered.

45. Exposure to shooting, bombs, riots: child was in a place (in real life) where child could see or hear random shootings, terror bombings, or riots.
46. Exposure to war or ethnic conflict: child was in a place (in real life) in the middle of a war where child could hear real fighting with guns or bombs.

47. Any indirect exposure to violence: child was told about or saw evidence of a violence event in child’s household or community (any of screener items W5, SC1, SC2, ECV1, ECV2, ECV3, EF1, EF2, EF3, EF4, EF5, or EF6 if told about or saw evidence of violence).

48. Indirect exposure to family assault: child was told about or saw evidence (bruise, injury, etc) of an attack or other violence within child’s family.

49. Indirect exposure to community violence: child was told about or saw evidence of violence in community, outside of child’s family.

50. Household theft: someone stole something (eg, furniture, clothing, TV, stereo, car) from child’s house that belonged to child’s family or household.

51. School threat of bomb or attack: child attended school where there was credible warning of a bomb or attack on the school.
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